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Abstract— Data Analytics and Data Science is in the fast forward 

mode recently.  We see a lot of companies hiring people for data 

analysis and data science, especially in India. Also, many 

recruiting firms use stackoverflow to fish their potential 

candidates. The industry has also started to recruit people based 

on the shapes of expertise. Expertise of a personal is 

metaphorically outlined by shapes of letters like I, T, M and 

hyphen betting on her experiencein a section (depth) and 

therefore the variety of areas of interest (width).This proposal 

builds upon the work of mining shapes of user expertise in a 

typical online social Question and Answer (Q&A) community 

where expert users often answer questions posed by other 

users.We have dealt with the temporal analysis of the expertise 

among the Q&A community users in terms how the user/ expert 

have evolved over time.   

Keywords— Shapes of expertise, Graph communities, Expertise 

evolution, Q&A community 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The Question and Answer Community is a place 

where people can gain and share knowledge. It provides a 

valuable resource that cannot be easily obtained using search 

engines. Q&A communities can serve as a source to locate 

experts in certain areas. StackOverflow is a one which allows 

users to post questions which are answered by other users. The 

users can also vote for an answer. StackOverflow in particular 

are used by developers could help us in better improving 

developer experience in using these sites. It would also help us 

to understand how information within StackOverflow could be 

useful to various software development activities, and the 

community of knowledge is formed. 

 StackOverflow.com is one of the most popular Q&A 

websites focused mainly on questions that are related to 

programming languages but it also contains different domains 

in the IT industry.  

 

II. STATE OF ART 

 Xiaomo, present a three-phase framework that 

consequently produces expertise profiles of online group 

individuals. The three stages include a document-topic 

relevance model, a user document association model and a 

filtering strategy. LDA model is used to identify best 

performances [5]. Riahi, in his paper the main objective is to 

concentrate on discovering specialists for a recently posted 

query. They route new questions to the best suited experts. 

Here two models have been used known as LDA (Content of 

User profile) and STM (Structure of profiles). The STM 

performs better than LDA (Segmented Topic Model) [8].  

 A temporal study of experts in CQA and analyze the 

changes over time. Here the Gaussian Mixture Model based 

clustering algorithm is used to find the experts in the domain. 

Probability of providing a best answer increases for experts & 

it decreases for ordinary users over time. 

 

III. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 

A. Data collection  

 The data is collected from the StackOverflow Q&A 

forum. Data Science domain is selected for Profile analysis of 

users. Input dataset has records starting from May2014 to 

December2016.  

 

B. Data Cleaning 

 Data cleaning (Pre-processing) is an important and 

critical step in Data mining process. Raw data that includes 

noise, incomplete and inconsistent values which affect the 

accuracy of data in analysis is need to be preprocessed to 

improve the quality of data and also to achieve better 

results[11-17]. The Null values are checked and removed 

&duplicate records are also removedfrom the attributes. 

Finally, the cleaned data is transformed for further data mining 

process.  

 

C. Data Preparation  

 Import the data from XML to CSV file format. Select 

the relevant data that has good range values. Post data is 

selected with the required fields such as Date, PostType Id, 

User Id, Accepted AnswerId, and Answer Countfor EDA 

analysis. Then data transformation was carried out.  Create a 

Calendar for the required period to find response time and 

merge the calendar with the Post data for performing EDA 

analysis.  

 

D. Exploratory Data Analysis 

 The cleaneddata is used for Exploratory Data 

Analysis. In EDA analysis we find the total number of 

questions and answers in data science domain, number of 

questions asked by each user, total number of answers given 

by each user, maximum, minimum and average number of 

answers for a question, number of accepted answers given by 

each user. Based on the above information the further analysis 

is performed. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
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 R is a programming language and it is an 

environment for statistical and graphical techniques. It is 

highly extensible. R studio V3.3.1 is used for this data 

analysis. 

Algorithm for finding expert users 

1. Load the dataset from the stack exchange Q&A community 

2. Parse and read the dataset from XML to CSV file  

3. Pre-processing: Clean, remove null values and duplicates  

4. Perform Exploratory Data Analysis for the cleaned dataset 

5. Use graph partitioning algorithms to find the communities            

from the tag groups 

6. Compare the partitioning algorithms to find the best communities 

based on their modularity 

7. Find the expertise profile and define shapes for the expert users 

8. Perform the prediction for the evolution of experts  

9. Evaluate the performance analysis for the dataset 

10. Visualize the results 

 

E. Finding Areas of expertise  

 

 The next part of this paper deals with finding the 

areas of expertise within a community. The graph partitioning 

approach is used to find the areas of expertise. Graph is 

created using co-occurrence of tags given by users to the 

questions. Modularity is calculated to find the connections 

within the community. High modularity reflects dense 

connections within communities in the graph & sparse 

connections across communities in the graph. Sub 

communities obtained by the partitioning algorithms are 

known as Area of Expertise within the community. In this 

paper several graph partitioning algorithms are used and a 

comparison of these algorithms is also performed. 

 

a) Girvan Newman Algorithm  

 In this algorithm, at each step the edge with the 

highest betweenness is removed from the graph. Modularity of 

the graph is computed for every division. Modularity value for 

Girvan Newman algorithm for finding community is 

0.007191502. 

 

  
 

Fig.1: Graph for edge.betweeness.community detection 
 

 Fig.1 shows the graph for GirvanNewman and here 

most of the members have fall in a single community.  

 

b) Fast Greedy Algorithm 

 The algorithm is agglomerative. At each step two 

groups merge & merging is decided by optimizing the 

modularity. It is a fast algorithm but it doesn’t produce the 

best overall community for the given data. 

 

  
Fig.2: Fast greedy community detection 

 

 Fig.2 shows the graph for community detection using 

fast greedy algorithm. Modularity of fast greedy is 0.2088943. 

Modularity is good when compared to Girvan Newman but the 

community formation is not properly split here. Thus Fast 

Greedy algorithm is not acceptable for the given dataset. 

 

c) Spin Glass clustering 

 This algorithm is based on Spin glass model. Here 

the cluster size is defined as 5 to find the communities.  

 

  
Fig.3: Spin glass community detection 

 

 The Fig.3 shows the graph for spin glass community 

detection. Modularity of spin glass is 0.2221456 and it is less 

than fast greedy but members are not divided properly in all 

the 5 groups. 

 

d) Multilevel Community 

  

 Multilevel community detection is based on the 

modularity measure and hierarchical approach. In this 

algorithm each vertex is assigned to a community on its own 

and in every step, vertices are re-assigned to communities in a 

local or in greedy way. 

 The Fig.4 shows the multilevel community detection 

and here we got 5 communities and we can also see sparse 

connections across communities.Modularity of multilevel 

community is 0.2021255.  So, multilevel approach is well 

suited for the given dataset. 
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Fig.4: Multilevel community detection 

  

F) Finding Expertise patterns 

 

 Based on the communities obtained from the 

multilevel graph partitioning approach the areas of expertise 

have been obtained for the data science users. To find the 

levels of expertise within an area it is defined as Low, 

Medium and High.High- Users answering several questions & 

providing several best answers. Medium- Users answering 

several questions some of them being best answers. Low- 

Users interest in some areas & providing some answers. 

 Shapes are assigned based on the range of number of 

answers given by users. The shapes for the expert users can be 

given as follows,Hyphen: Contributing in one or more areas 

but not expertise in any area.I-shaped:  Expertise in only one 

area & no contribution in other areas.T-shaped:  Expertise in 

one area & also contributing in many areas.M-shaped:  

Expertise in more than one areas then he is considered as 

master in the community. 

 

G) Evolution of Expertise of each profile 

 

  
 

Figure 5: User Activity Graph 

 

 Fig.5 shows the distribution of profile users over a 

period of 32 months data.  Here the I-shaped users are 

neglected because their contribution is very few in this period 

of 32 months. So, it’s not shown in the above graph. 

 

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

 

 Generally prediction is used to forecast an event for 

futuretime period. Several prediction approaches are used in 

data analytics such as regression, time series etc. In this paper 

prediction using time series is performed. It is used to predict 

the future values based on previously observed values. Auto 

ARIMA (Autoregressive Moving Average) model and 

NNETAR (Neural Network) model is used in this prediction 

analysis and the accuracy for prediction is also compared.   

 

a) Hyphen-shaped users 

 

 The figure 6(a) shows the comparison of original 

time series and the forecasted time series of Hyphen shaped 

users as modelled by auto Arima. 

 

  
Fig.6 (a) Auto Arima: Original Vs Predicted 

 

  Figure 6(b) shows the original time series followed 

by the forecasted values of Hyphen shaped users using neural 

network model.  
 

 
Fig.6 (b) NNETAR: Original Vs Predicted   

 

 

b) T-shaped users 

 

 The fig.7(a) shows the comparison of original time 

series and the forecasted time series of T-shaped users as 

modelled by auto Arima. Fig.7(b) shows the original time 

series followed by the forecasted values of T-shaped users 

using neural network model. 

 

 
Fig.7(a) Auto Arima: Original Vs Predicted 
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Fig.7 (b) NNETAR: Original Vs Predicted 

 

c) M-shaped users 

 

 The fig.8(a) shows the comparison of original time 

series and the forecasted time series for M-shaped users as 

modelled by auto Arima. 

 

 
Fig.8(a) Auto Arima: Original Vs Predicted 

 

  Fig.8 (b) shows the original time series followed by 

the forecasted values of M-shaped users using neural network 

model. 

  
Figure 8(b) NNETAR: Original Vs Predicted 

 

 

TABLE 1:  Statistics of Training and Testing data using Auto ARIMA & 
NNETAR 

 

 

 The above table 1 shows the evaluation metrics for 

Hyphen shaped, T-shaped and M-shaped profile users 

modelled by using auto Arima and neural networks. Among 

the above, the model for forecasting the Hyphen and M-

shaped users is acceptable in both ARIMA & NNETAR model 

and the model for forecasting the T-shaped users is relatively 

acceptable in both the models since the MAPE value is high. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, we obtained a tendency towards the preditction 

of social Q & A forurms which involves experience in 

learning.TheExploratory Data analysis has been done and the 

results were shown. Tag groups were used to form the 

Communities using graph. Then the shapes were given to 

every user based on their answer count. We also extend this to 

do temporal analysis of change in expertise shapes over time. 

It can be extended to other communities also. For expert 

identification, we have only considered number of answers. 

We can extend this to include number of interactions between 

the expert users and can also include number of upvotes to 

decide the expertise. 
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